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Apple At Ease 1.0.1
 http://vetusware.com/download/Apple%20At%20Ease%201.0.1/?id=14584
Apple At Ease is a simplified menu shell for the Macintosh that replaces the default Finder
desktop. It is intended primarily for kiosk, shared, or public computers where users should only
have access to designated application programs. At Ease was available in both standard and
workgroup flavors. (need a vetusware OS selection for Mac)

ClarisWorks for Kids 1.0 for Macintosh

http://vetusware.com/download/ClarisWorks%20for%20Kids%201.0%20for%20Macintosh/?id=14
587
ClarisWorks for Kids is a dumbed down version of the ClairsWorks suite intended for educational
use.   It features numerous user interface sound effects, text to speech,  and animated characters.
For m68K based Macintosh Computers

Kinetic Graphics System 1.2G (1988) (5.25-360k) 1.2G

http://vetusware.com/download/Kinetic%20Graphics%20System%201.2G%20_1988_%20_5.25-3
60k_%201.2G/?id=14583
Kinetic Graphics System is a feature rich, high-end DOS based graphing and charting program
geared towards desktop publishing. It supports a variety of hardware including the Number Nine
graphics card in 256 colors. Outputs to slide makers, plotters, or laser printers.   Kinetic also
served as a graphics service bureau. Using this software, one could create charts and send the
results directly to Kinetic for professionally printed 35mm slides or overhead transparencies.  
Kinetic Graphics System competed against other high end studio graphics packages such as
Execucom Systems Impressionist, and Zenographics Mirage.   The program is organized in to
separate modules:   System - File Management Words  - Word charts Art    - Drawing Graphs -
Data charts Layout - Combination charts   These were normally sold separately, however this set
appears to contain all modules.   This archive includes ten 360k 5.25" floppy disk images.  
Requires 256k of RAM, DOS 2.0 or higher.

Microsoft Multiplan 1.02 for Macintosh (3.5-400k) 1.02 for Macintosh

http://vetusware.com/download/Microsoft%20Multiplan%201.02%20for%20Macintosh%20_3.5-40
0k_%201.02%20for%20Macintosh/?id=14586
Microsoft Multiplan Spreadsheet software for the Apple Macintosh on 400k 3.5" floppy disk
images.
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